
WRITE A REVIEW AND GET FREE STUFF

Love free stuff? Have strong opinions? You should probably become a Top Amazon Reviewer. Follow these 10 steps to
get started.

Those of us that are comfortable with a camera can throw up a video review in no time at all, and it might
reach certain customers more effectively than a written review. I had no idea that one review could lead to so
many more reviews, but this was all possible due to my email address being easy for companies to get to. You
also receive exclusive college discounts. As with everything else related to e-commerce, Facebook can be a
really useful tool for those looking to become an Amazon product tester. The aim is to get customers to help
their fellow consumers make a purchase. I have even shared a few ways to get Amazon gift cards without
doing surveys. Since my website was based on personal finance, I was able to review budgeting software ,
meal planning sites, exercise DVDs, and even an antenna that allowed people to get the free channels via
satellite. If you are an Amazon Prime member then you can purchase sample boxes â€” then you get your
money back in the form of an Amazon voucher â€” the equivalent to a digital gift card. This means they will
dump any reviewer that has been manipulated in anyway to give a positive review. You can always change it
around if you spot any errors. ChatterBox works the same way but they're only for you, so need to throw a
party. Why be so careful? Last Updated May 24, This post may contain affiliate links. The company wants to
improve their product if needed. My website also allowed me to be eligible for book reviewing sites
established through the publisher, such as Tyndale. Make Your Contact Information Easy to Access My email
is connected to my Amazon review profile, and because of that, a few companies have emailed me directly
and offered me products. Writing Your Review for the Products After you've completed your product test,
you'll usually be asked to write a review, fill out a survey, or participate in a discussion about the product. It is
worth visiting cashbackbase. Keep writing regular and detailed reviews and, with perseverance, you may be
invited to join Amazon Vine. However, once this is done there are lots of ways to make this pay. To sign up as
a reviewer you first need an Amazon account and a profile page. They are likely to offer you a free item, so
you generate a positive review and help them generate more sales. It is likely that a team who reaches a sales
target gets a bonus. Homeschool : Homeschoolers can try out and keep books, kits, and more when they
product test for this website. An increasingly popular feature is the Facebook group â€” these days there are
specific Facebook groups for everything from support groups for professionals to forums for those who love a
specific kind of food. McCormick Consumer Testing : Product test McCormick products and keep them for
free after you've given your honest opinion. Crowdtap : Choose your favorite brands that belong to Crowdtap
and build a relationship with them. Do your research on such sites before signing up. All of these programs
will let you keep the product that you test. Influenster : Influenster is looking for social media influencers to
spread the word about products that range anywhere from single cup coffee makers to the newest cosmetics.
Instead, it is probably best to only request products that you were interested in to begin with. Then, you will
find reviewers sending you offers of free goods in return for your review â€” it really is that easy to get free
stuff on Amazon. The Amazon Influencer Program gives members their very own page on Amazon where
they can showcase items from their social media pages and recommend products. The brands will want to
choose influencers who clearly care about the products and are engaged in the social media space. They may
have a lot of products in inventory that are costing them fees â€” so rather than destroy the inventory, the
seller gives the products away to garner positive customer feeling, whilst saving a lot of money. Mills
Advisory Panel : Try out the latest General Mills products and help influence the look and taste of your
favorite products. Amazon runs its own Amazon Influencer Program for reviewers with high profile social
media accounts. The deal also comes with grocery shopping lists, which saves them so much time. Join
Opinion Outpost. Look up those companies and contact them asking if they need another reviewer. Want
More Money? Is a relatively new site but one which is quickly building a following â€” mainly due to the fact
that members can apply for multiple products at any one time. You will find that the products are high value
and of good quality. Try blogging about your Amazon reviews or posting regular YouTube videos
demonstrating products that you have bought and reviewed.


